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ROLAND ANNOUNCES FP-90 DIGITAL PIANO

Premium Performance in a Stylish and Creative Instrument That Travels
Anywhere
Hamamatsu, Japan, September 10, 2016 — Roland has announced the FP-90, the latest
generation model in the popular FP series of portable digital pianos. With a no-compromise design
based on customer feedback, the FP-90 provides top-level piano performance, attractive looks, and
easy portability in one instrument, making it equally suited for both home enjoyment and
professional use by stage performers. Roland’s advanced piano technologies deliver expressive
tone and exceptional feel, while a newly developed onboard audio system provides rich, full sound
for intimate performances and home playing. The FP-90 also includes many non-piano sounds and
other useful features for performing players, plus Bluetooth® audio/MIDI support for integrating with
Roland’s Piano Partner 2 and other music apps on a smartphone or tablet.
The FP-90 houses the sound engine and premium keyboard from Roland’s flagship pianos in a
stylish, portable body. SuperNATURAL Piano Modeling recreates the entire sound process of an
acoustic piano, providing rich, complex sound that authentically responds to the player’s touch. The
new PHA-50 Progressive Hammer Action Keyboard with Escapement is the perfect match, offering
the latest sensing technology and a combination of wood and ivory-feel materials to provide both
authentic playability and lasting durability.
Thanks to the FP-90’s powerful onboard audio system, users can enjoy great sound wherever they
play. A discrete bi-amp system delivers rich, powerful sound and sparkling high end, giving both the
player and audience a high-definition experience with wide dynamic range. A three-band equalizer
on the panel provides easy tonal adjustment to suit the venue, and line output jacks enable
connection to a PA system for performing on bigger stages.
In addition to its core acoustic piano sounds, the FP-90 includes pro-quality electric pianos, strings,
organs, and synths, giving performing players lots of versatility. Users can store favorite sounds
along with other useful settings like layers and splits in 30 user registrations for quick recall. The FP90 also has a mic input and dedicated vocal effects such as compression, doubling, and reverb,
providing all-in-one convenience for singing keyboardists.

FP-90 users can play along with audio and MIDI songs stored on USB memory, or music streamed
over Bluetooth from a phone or tablet. It’s also possible to record performances as WAV or MP3
audio directly to USB memory. The FP-90 can be connected to music production software via USB
as well.
Via Bluetooth MIDI, users can take advantage of Roland’s free Piano Partner 2 app, which offers
direct interaction with the FP-90. The app provides full-ensemble accompaniment that intelligently
follows chords played on the keyboard, the ability to select sounds from a tablet’s display, and more.
Bluetooth MIDI also enables hands-free page turning in Sheet Music Direct and piaScore apps.
Even though it’s a portable piano, the FP-90 offers a refined design that looks great at home,
especially when paired with the optional KSC-90 stand and KPD-90 pedal for a fresh, contemporary
appearance. The KPD-90’s three-pedal configuration supports Progressive Damper Action, which
provides continuous response for traditional playing techniques.
FP-90 Digital Piano promotion movie： https://youtu.be/lLuZLWrSr5M
To learn more about the FP-90 Digital Piano, visit Roland.com.
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